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if my body be on this planet and my soul evermost eternal, bright and citizenship with GodHead, than what have i to do? 

 

our population is rising, our efforts in destroying our planet will one day be revealed that our planet like most all galactic matter 

has a frame, a guide in which it must make and take... if my body be from urantia, earth, but my soul from the Universal Father. I 

truely come in peace, to serve One, Love, Freedom And Harmony. 

 

Do i leave this planet to find home in a new? If i reveal my soul-spirit-power manifested to eternalize my body to limitless 

capibilities such as health-perfected, abilities to transcend space and time, to create from the Universal, than what have i to do but 

travel the vast sea of The Master Universe to share my breath with whome will be willing, answering calls to whome i can reach, 

doing what i can in a helpful manner in those places where help is needed. 

 

I can only say how glad i am for those Logos before and before whome have built this guideline for I and We all together, and so 

being i humble in my humbleness only to try to grasp the allness of what i feel is needed to grow, ascend, continue, do right, and 

live forever. 

 

Do i seek perfection? and to what point? have i not been here and there and once more later i will see what and how i have 

become what i have become... 

 

i only hope my mission here on Urantia has been a success. 

 

to my future me, and all, we, i share my blessings and thanksgivings, for we are all in this manifestation together. i pray. Amen. 

 

--- 

 

So i pondered, if i was capable of flying, telepathy, telekinesis, lumen energy, teleportantion, infinite strength and wealth, what 

would i do? or better yet, lets say i went to a distant unevolved planet where animals and plant life reside, would i fit in and adapt 

to the lifestyle and neglect all of what i consist of, bringing no objects of thought made manifest to any of these sorrounding 

plants and animals for my eternal stay there on that planet? And if i did say this or bring that, or converse of a detailed story of 

whatsever came to mind, the way i see it, many or most may be open to accept or at least aknowledge, however, the slight chance 

the 1 in a billion refused to listen, didnt understand, misinterpreted it in anyway, could be the first of 'the other' in what i can see 

as another or resistance to truth, and light. 
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